2020/2021 Winter Study Camp Overview
Primary
Napier Road Centre
Our December/January programme focusses on learning all about our world through engaging and
exciting topics with real world application. This holistic programme combines a focus on the academic
skills needed for success at school and in exams, while building confidence in collaboration, public
speaking, writing, critical thinking and sharing informed opinions.
Each week has a different theme in which learners will take part in hands-on activities and interactive
learning, exploring language and developing the skills they need for future success.
Camps are Monday to Friday, 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m.

Date

Age/Level

Camp name

Monday 14 December to
Friday 18 December 2020

P1 to P2

Connected World: Public Speaking Skills

P3 to P4
P5 to P6

Connected World will allow learners to investigate the different ways in which people, places and the
planet interact in the past, present and future, an increasingly important topic and skill in our world
today. Through interviews, presentations and storytelling, learners will gain confidence and skills in
expressing themselves on a variety of exciting topics. They’ll learn to give three presentations, tell a
story and find out information through investigative questions in a mock interview.
The week will finish with learners creating and presenting a visual representation of our Connected
World.
Monday 4 January to
Friday 8 January 2021

Lower Primary

What’s On*

Ages 6 to 9

We often complain that children spend too much time in front of the tv. In this TV-themed week,
learners will be learning about television instead of watching it. Focussing on grammar, vocabulary
and sharing opinions, learners will discuss what makes a good TV programme, develop reading
comprehension skills and take control by planning their own perfect TV programme.
By the end of the week, learners will have written scripts for radio and TV programmes and designed
their own TV guide.
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Monday 4 January to
Friday 8 January 2021

Upper Primary

Image If*

Ages 8 to 12

This story-based week will ask learners to explore their imagination as they learn about books, stories,
and fables. They will widen their vocabulary, learn how to use past tenses effectively and dive into a
world of creativity. Through engaging projects, they’ll explore different ways of telling stories and let
their imagination run free.
The week will finish with learners writing and making a storybook of their original composition.
*Topics are subject to change based on the age/ level of the students who sign up for the Study Camp programme. We will ensure that the
materials are appropriate for the students.

